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Make It a Habit Worksheet 

How to make goals into habits: a quick reference 

1. Start with the awesome. 

2. Let the client choose the direction. 

3. Set the right kind of goal. 

4. Break the goal down. 

5. Choose ONE small piece. 

6. Shrink the task even further. 

7. Confirm the fit. 

8. Set up an accountability system. 

9. Use outcome-based decision making to assess how well the habit worked and plan next steps. 

Step 1: Start with the awesome 

WHAT ARE YOUR CLIENT’S EXISTING: 

• skills 
• solutions to other problems 
• successes 
• strengths
• superpowers

TO ASK YOUR CLIENT: 

• Where/how are you already successful? How can you 
do more of that? 

• In what situations do you tend to be successful? How 
can we reproduce that for you in the service of a new 
nutrition-related task? 

• Where do you feel strongest? How can we build on 
those strengths? 

WHAT’S AWESOME ABOUT YOUR CLIENT? 
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Step 2: Let them choose the direction 

Let them choose what direction they want to go in. Give them several options, based on your expert guidance. 

AS A COACH, THE TOP 3 AREAS I’D SUGGEST THEY FOCUS ON ARE: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Based on these suggestions, my client and I agree to focus on this ONE area: 

Step 3: Set the right kind of goal 

WHAT’S YOUR CLIENT’S GENERAL GOAL? 

 

THIS GOAL IS (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY): 

 behavior-based (focuses on executing desired

 approach-oriented (it pulls the client towards something)

 mastery-focused (emphasizes skill learning)
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Step 4: Break the goal down 

Break the larger general goal down into smaller pieces. Be sure to make the links for the client:  
Always show how every task you give them relates to the larger goal. No task should be without a larger purpose. 

SMALL PIECE 1: THIS PIECE IS: 

 clear & concrete
 specific
 do-able

Related to the big goal because: 

SMALL PIECE 2: THIS PIECE IS: 

 clear & concrete
 specific
 do-able

Related to the big goal because: 

SMALL PIECE 3: THIS PIECE IS: 

 clear & concrete
 specific
 do-able

Related to the big goal because: 

SMALL PIECE 4: THIS PIECE IS: 

 clear & concrete
 specific
 do-able

Related to the big goal because: 

SMALL PIECE 5: THIS PIECE IS: 

 clear & concrete
 specific
 do-able

Related to the big goal because: 
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Step 5: Choose ONE small piece

Ask the client which small piece they would like to focus on for the next while, as a daily habit. Focus only on that 
task. Their objective is to do this task consistently, every day. That’s it. One thing at a time, until they’ve got it. 

THE ONE SMALL PIECE WE’VE CHOSEN IS: 

Step 6: Shrink the task even further 

Shrink the task so it’s slightly smaller than the client thinks they can manage. 

A SLIGHTLY SMALLER VERSION OF THE ONE SMALL PIECE WE’VE CHOSEN IS: 

Step 7: Confirm the fit 

My client is:   ready   willing   able   to do the task laid out in Step 6. And:

   The task matches the client’s nutritional age and overall agenda. 

Step 8: Set up an accountability system

   We have agreed on a system of accountability for measuring the client’s completion of this task. 

THE SYSTEM WE WILL USE IS:
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Step 9: Use outcome-based decision making to assess the habit 

After the client has had time to try doing the task, and you have reviewed the accountability system, ask the client: 

HOW’D THAT WORK FOR YOU?

BASED ON THE INFORMATION ABOVE, WHAT IS YOUR NEXT STEP AS A COACH-CLIENT TEAM?


